thanksgiving hours of operations

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 22\textsuperscript{nd}
acdc • 7:00am – 9:00pm (no late night)
retreat • 8:30 – 5:00pm
express • 8:30 – 5:00pm
bridge • 8:30 – 3:30pm
food truck • closed
matthews bean • closed

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23\textsuperscript{rd}
express • 8:30 – 8:00pm
retreat, bridge, food truck, matthews bean acdc • closed
thanksgiving dinner in the faculty commons • 4:00pm – 7:00pm (meal swipe or vcash)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24\textsuperscript{th}
express • 8:30am – 8:00pm
acdc, bridge, retreat, matthews bean, food truck • closed

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25\textsuperscript{th}
express • 8:30am – 8:00pm
acdc, retreat, bridge, food truck, matthews bean • closed

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 26\textsuperscript{th}
express • 11:00am – 5:30pm
acdc • 7:00am -9:00pm (no late night)
retreat, bridge, food truck, matthews bean • closed

NORMAL HOURS FOR ALL OPERATIONS RESUME MONDAY NOVEMBER 27